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ON THE COVER: Classic WWII 37mm Anti-Tank gun.
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THE NEXT MTA MEETING WILL BE HELD ON
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 5TH, 2017 AT THE WHIPPANY
AMERICAN LEGION, LEGION PLACE, WHIPPANY, NJ.
MEETING BEGINS PROMPTLY AT 7:30PM. GET THERE
EARLY FOR PIZZA AND OTHER ITALIAN DELICACIES!

Military Transport Association
The MTA September 7th, 2017 Monthly Meeting Minutes

vehicles or spent time helping collect donations. We had a
great turnout. Sunday was rainy in the morning, but cleared
up later. Santa was extremely popular as always and made
his tour around the show to the delight of the children and the
adults! Next year we would love to see more members and
more vehicles. There is a chance the club might do a meeting
on Friday evening with a vehicle display to bring in more
people. John Sobotka adds that Friday is usually a slow
night, and the Lead East coordinators would like to work with
the MTA to hold a “Military Appreciation Day” for all activeduty personnel. Possibly have the MTA set up a display and
active military personnel and their families can enter for free.
We collected a total of $1,517 and 412 toys.
Railroad Operating Battalion/Picnic Reports – John
Sobotka reported that the Toys for Tots train is scheduled for
nd
rd
th
th
December 2 & 3 and 9 and 10 , he will have more info in
coming weeks.
John also reports that the picnic at Sven’s was a
huge hit, thank you again to everyone who came and helped.
New member Jim Vellario donated a dumpster for the day.
John was able to trim the budget this year, but no one missed
anything! Some of the raffle ticket money went back to cover
expenses and ultimately came out under budget.
The United Railroad Historical Society is holding their
Museum [For a Day] and transportation festival in Boonton on
th
Sept 24 . Anyone interested in displaying a vehicle should
contact Larry Gross at larry1090@gmail.com or 973-2160276
ATHS Metro Jersey Truck Show will be held on
October 15, 2017 at Skylands Stadium in Augusta NJ.
Elections – Ballots went out in last newsletter. They
th
can be mailed back or brought to the October 5 meeting.
John said he would really like to see more names on
the ballot. We are at a critical point – we need more members
and more involvement desperately. The MTA is more than
just “A truck club”. We all need to be talking to other collectors
as though they are prospective members, and letting them
know who we are and what we do.
For the Good of the Club: The Wings & Wheels Expo will
rd
th
be at the Caldwell Airport, September 23
& 24
http://www.njahof.org/ww.htm
Meeting Adjourned!

MTA Vice-President Dennis Vecchiarelli call the
meeting to order with the Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag and
a moment of silence for those serving our country.
A motion to approve last month’s minutes as they
were presented in the last newsletter was made by Pat
Dolan, seconded by Terry Weaver.
Treasurer’s Report – Jack McDevitt for Ginnie McDevitt:
Beginning Balance $35,182.42, Income $6,850.10, expenses
$6,016.47 = Final Balance $36,016.05. We will continue to
“tighten our belt” to ensure we have the cushion we need for
the show and other operating expenses.
New Member Rudy Garbely, created a new Toys for Tots
website for the club. Thank you Rudy!
Lead East After Action Report– Pat Dolan expressed a big
thank you to the members who came out and brought
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IF YOU HAVEN’T MAILED IN YOUR MTA VOTING BALLOT
TH
YET, YOU CAN BRING THEM TO THE OCTOBER 5
MEETING.
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The MTA lost two loyal members in the month of
September. The MTA sends its condolences to their
families and friends.

Dave Young of Long Valley, New Jersey, was a
member of the MTA for 28 years. It was in November of 1950
that he received his draft notice for the US Army. He was 21
years old. Dave was scheduled to report for duty in February
1951, but a serious injury from a car accident in January
deferred his appointment with Uncle Sam until August.
On August 21st 1951 he arrived at Fort Dix, New
Jersey for 8 weeks of basic training. Dave then spent another
8 weeks learning basic field wiring at Fort Dix.
In January of 1952, he was transferred to Oakland,
California. From there he arrived in Seoul, Korea in February
th
1952 and was assigned to the 440 Signal Battalion that was
attached to the 5th Air Force. When Dave arrived in Korea,
the war was in its second year. The US and Communist
forces were stalemated along the 38th Parallel, while the two
sides negotiated for peace, war still waged along the 38th
Parallel. Dave was stationed
in an evacuated college
campus on the outskirts of
Seoul. He was in charge of
utilities for the campus.
Many of the military
vehicles in his unit were from
WWII. One day Dave and a
friend, Sgt. Patterson, took a
“joy ride” in a 1942 GMC 6 X
6 truck to within 8 miles of
the 38th Parallel. With the
ever-present enemy artillery
fire looming nearby, Dave
and Sgt. Patterson decided it
was better to return the truck to the barracks and not risk a
Purple Heart for a country jaunt.
Dave completed his one-year tour of duty and left
Korea in February of 1953. He was discharged from the army
at Camp Kilmer in New Brunswick, New Jersey in May 1953.
The Korean War armistice was signed in July of 1952. During
the 3-year conflict 54,246 Americans lost their lives.

Eulogy for my Uncle Dave
By David Steinert
All my life I’ve always had an interest in the history of
and the collecting of U.S. militaria. About 20 years ago, I
spotted a 1942 Dodge Army ambulance parked behind an
antique shop in Long Valley. It piqued my interest and I found
out it was for sale. Not knowing that much about antique
military vehicles, I thought about who I could call to take a
look and evaluate it. I knew my Uncle Dave Young owned a
WWII Jeep, so I gave him a call.
Short story version…With Uncle Dave’s approval of
the vehicle, I bought the ambulance and with his help, we got
it running and we began to do some restoration on it. It was
around this time Uncle Dave persuaded me to join an
organization of which he was already a member called the
Military Transport Association.
I was very quickly introduced into a whole new culture
of friends and acquaintances and my relationship with Uncle
Dave grew. Driving our military vehicles in parades, going to
club meetings, attending military vehicle shows, working on
our vehicles together, going on trail rides, there seemed to
always be something going on. I eventually bought a WWII
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Jeep and Uncle Dave helped me restore it to parade ready
condition. With fondness and respect, many members of the
MTA referred to him as “Uncle Dave”.
But his kindness to me and others was not limited to
our common interest in a hobby. By this time in his life, he
was close to retirement and was working as a school bus
driver for Washington Township. With his vast knowledge of
building houses, he was always available to help me with
projects and problems around my house. What was so
generous about this man was that if I had a problem fixing
something, I would give him a call and the conversation was
always the same…”Hi Uncle Dave, how are you?”…”DAVID,
how the hell are you?”…”I have this problem with the house,
can you help me?”…”I’ll be over in a few minutes”.
He would come over and analyze the situation with
me, and if he couldn’t figure it out that day, he would take my
problem home with him and work out a solution. And he
would always call the next day or so and say…”David, I think I
know how we can fix that problem of yours”.
So, even though he has passed on to a better place,
the memory of him is all around me, the leaky pipe he fixed in
my bathroom, the doors on my shed he built for me when the
original doors rotted out, the garage door he help me replace,
and the time I locked myself out of my house and he help me
break back into it… without us be arrested by the Mount Olive
Police.
Over the last 20 years he has taught me so much
about fixing things around my house and repairing my
vehicles, but most of all he has taught me how to be kind,
without being mean, how to be humble without being vain,
how to be generous to others without expecting generosity in
return, and most of all just how to be a better person. I will
truly be indebted to him for the rest of my life. May he rest in
Peace! Love you Uncle Dave!
The last two years, because of his health issues he
has not been that active in the MTA, but I wish some of the
newer members could have gotten to know my Uncle Dave,
he was a great guy! I want to thank those members of the
MTA who took the time to pay their condolences with a visit to
his viewing and funeral. The family thanks you!
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THE STORY OF
HAROLD'S 37MM ANTI-TANK GUN
By Harold “the Ole Geezer” Ratzburg
Back in those good old days, the whole world was a
lot more relaxed about guns, explosives and destructive
devices than it is today. All around, it was a lot nicer time than
the world we live in now.
The history of my gun began back in WWII of course,
when it was manufactured for the US Army. When the war
was over, a great many of these guns were demilitarized by
the military by welding the blocks so they could not be moved
or fired, and putting a tack weld on the bolt head of all the
bolts holding the gun together so that souvenir hunters could
not easily remove parts.

The guns were given out to VFW and American
Legion organizations so that they could set their themes of
being sort of military by displaying the guns in front of their
meeting halls. The military also gave out larger cannons like
Pack Howitzers, mortars, and other large artillery pieces, not
to mention, Sherman and Stewart Tanks, which you can still
see around the country in front of the veteran's halls or in
municipal parks.
Way out in Pennsylvania somewhere, one of the
VFW or Legion posts dissolved and the hall was abandoned
and the two 37 mm's that had been given to the place by the
US Army, were pulled around back into a woods and just sat
there rusting away.
A guy named Joe, who I knew through WWII
reenacting, lived in the area, found the guns and rescued
them from the woods. Having two guns to pull around in a
parade is kind of silly, so it came to pass that he was working
on restoring a ¾-ton Dodge and needed a different engine for
it. I ran into him at a rally and he told me that he would trade
one of the 37mm guns for a Dodge engine. It certainly
seemed like a good deal to me because I had recently
acquired my WWII jeep that really needed something different
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than a trailer to pull behind it in parades, so I took him up on
his offer.
Looking through a "Rock and Dirt" magazine, I found
a dealer who had Dodge engines for sale, and so I arranged
to purchase one and have it shipped to Joe. Joe received it
and eventually, he put one of his 37mm's on a trailer and
delivered it to me and…WOW, I HAD A 37MM ANTI-TANK
GUN OF MY VERY OWN!...and I was one happy collector.

The gun was in pretty good shape, the trail arms
would move, and the only major thing missing was the
shoulder guard that normally stuck out behind the breech. It
was originally there so that the gunner would be kept away
from behind the gun when it recoiled. I have friends in “High
Places”, like a brother-in-law who happened to be a foreman
in a machine shop, and he made a repro of the missing guard
from a pattern that I drew from another 37mm that was
displayed in front of an active VFW hall.
The battery box normally bolted on the gun shield (to
light the gun sight) was also missing, so I scouted out all the
37mm's that I knew of in front of VFW halls, carrying my
handy dandy wrench set. But at every one I found that, I could
not "liberate" the box because the military had done such a
good job with their tack welding. It was probably a good thing,
because it kept me honest. A box was eventually found at a
militaria show and that problem was solved.
A telescopic sight, (called the M-6), for the gun, was
found at a militaria show. Back then, such sights turned up
pretty regularly at the shows, but like so much of the other
stuff from WWII, they are getting rare from having other
collectors squirrel them away in their collections, so finding
one today is not easy.
Two bore cleaning rods were found at the Aberdeen
Military Vehicle Rally and over a period of time, I assembled a
nice collection of inert dummy ammunition rounds for the gun.
I was always a little concerned about what the Feds
would think about me having an artillery piece, so for a long
time, the gun sported a barrel that I made out of
approximately sized water pipes. I would venture to say that
not one person in a hundred watching a parade noticed that
my cannon barrel was really a water pipe.
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After a while however, I got so enthused that I really
wanted to have my real barrel on the gun carriage. I took a
night course in welding at a local vocational school, and
hauled my barrel and breech block to the class and
proceeded to lay beads and beads of weld in and around the
breech block, so that even a very picky BATF agent would
find it hard to claim that I had a destructive device behind my
jeep. That breech block was one solid piece of iron when I got
done, and there is no way that sucker could ever be used to
hold up a bank or be fired again as a destructive devise.
The gun got the usual TLC from me for years, like a
new paint job, good tires, and cover as best I could provide it.
I had no place to park it except in the woods behind my house
so I kept it covered with a tarp to keep it out of the weather.
One time I parked it on the front lawn as an attention
getter for a garage sale that we were having and it did indeed
get attention when people stopped to shop. One of my
neighbors who moved away told me later that when he woke
up one morning and saw the cannon pointing at his house, he
decided that maybe it was time to relocate, and so he did. (I
really think he was kidding me…I hope. He was a good
neighbor.)

One of the adventures that the gun created for my
little Frau came about one time when I "recruited" her to drive
my M-38 Jeep and pull the gun in a parade in a neighboring
town. The road to the town had a series of long, pretty steep
uphill’s and downhills, and at the time she was quite a novice
driver. I had not explained to her the trick about down shifting
on hills to have the engine help brake the extra load, so when
she hit the downhills, all she knew was to put her foot on the
brake, and the clutch pedal, and hold them down. That led to
a rather merry ride downhill for her, but she was able to keep
it under control and on the road so everything turned out OK.
She did get a special driving lesson after that about
down shifting, but I have "heard" about that parade ride a
good number of times since then ---from her--- about her lack
of proper training to pull an artillery piece behind a jeep.
Seems like even her membership in the old German
"Jung Madel" (Hitler Youth), back in Nazi Germany didn't
cover that training either. They had to march were ever they
had to go.
As with all projects, eventually the thrill wore off and
the gun had to go, so I traded it to a guy up in New England
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somewhere. As he hauled it away on his truck, I gotta’ admit it
brought a little tear to my eye, but I was sure it was going to a
good home.
I believe that I ran into my old 37mm at a rally up in
New England later on. The new owner or owners had altered
it so that it was now a gas firing display piece. It fired a gas
mixture of oxygen and propane, touched off by a spark plug,
and it made a very respectable bang when it when off. The
flash was about three feet long they tell me. I never did see it
in operation, but I did know it had a good home.

The 37 mm Gun M3 was the first dedicated anti-tank
gun fielded by United States forces in numbers. Introduced in
1940, it became the standard anti-tank gun of the U.S.
infantry with its size enabling it to be pulled by a jeep.
However, the continuing improvement of German tanks
quickly rendered the 37 mm ineffective and, by 1943, it was
being gradually replaced in the European and Mediterranean
theaters by the more powerful British-developed 57 mm Gun
M1. In the Pacific, where the Japanese tank threat was less
significant, the M3 remained in service until the end of the
war.
Like many other light
anti-tank guns, the M3 was
widely used in the infantry
support role and as an antipersonnel weapon, firing highexplosive and canister rounds.
The M5 and M6 tank mounted
variants were used in several
models of armored vehicles
most notably in the Stuart Light
Tank M3/M5, the Lee Medium
Tank M3, and Greyhound Light
Armored Car M8. In addition,
the M3 in its original version
was mated to a number of
other self-propelled carriages.
The inability of the
37mm round to penetrate the armor of mid-war tanks severely
restricted the offensive capabilities of units armed with them.
Development History
In the mid-1930s, the United States Army had yet to
field a dedicated anti-tank artillery piece; anti-tank companies
of infantry regiments were armed with .50 in (12.7 mm)
machine guns. Although some consideration had been given
to replacing the machine guns with a more powerful anti-tank
gun, the situation only began to change after the outbreak of
the Spanish Civil War. Combat experience from Spain
suggested that a light anti-tank gun, such as the German 37
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mm PaK 35/36, was capable of neutralizing the growing
threat posed by tanks.
In January 1937, the Ordnance Committee
recommended development of such a weapon; two PaK 36
guns were acquired for study. As the projected main user of
the weapon, the Infantry Branch was chosen to oversee the
work. They wanted a lightweight gun that could be moved
around by the crew, so any ideas of using a larger caliber
than that of the German gun were discarded. The 37 mm was
a popular caliber of anti-tank guns in the 1930s; other antitank guns of the same caliber included Swedish Bofors gun,
Czechoslovakian vz. 34 and vz. 37, Japanese Type 94 and
Type 1.
Development and testing continued until late 1938.
Several variants of gun and carriage were proposed until on
15 December a combination of the T10 gun and T5 carriage
was officially adopted as the 37 mm Gun M3 and Carriage
M4. Although the weapon followed the concept of the PaK 36
and was often referred to as a copy of it, the M3 differed
significantly from the German design and used different
ammunition.
The gun was manufactured by Watervliet Arsenal and the
carriage by Rock Island Arsenal. The first pieces were
delivered early in 1940, the production continued until 1943.

Some minor changes in the gun construction were
introduced during production. The carriage received a
modified shoulder guard and traverse controls (carriage
M4A1, standardized on 29 January 1942). Although ordnance
requested an upgrade of all M4 carriages to M4A1, this
process was not completed. Another change was a threaded
barrel end to accept a big five-port muzzle brake (gun M3A1,
adopted on 5 March 1942). According to some sources, the
latter was intended to avoid kicking too much dust in front of
the gun, which hindered aiming; however, the brake turned
out to be a safety problem when firing canister ammunition
and consequently the M3A1 went into combat without the
muzzle brake. Other sources mention the muzzle brake was
intended to soften a recoil and they say that it was dropped
simply because additional recoil control measures were not
really needed.
In an attempt to increase the armor penetration of the
M3, several squeeze bore adapters (including the British
Littlejohn adaptor) were tested; none were adopted.
Experiments with rocket launchers on the M4 carriage (e.g.
4.5 in (110 mm) rocket projector T3) did not produce anything
practical either.
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Not voted on, but should be…Make sure your Parking
Emergency brake is adjusted and works!
Chock more than one wheel!
A spill kit is a plus but >>>>>Not required
Common sense rules, don't park on an incline, DONT DO
IT! Always turn wheels towards a curb or UP hill, on a
street!
YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR SUCH AND ANY
INCIDENTS! We have a general liability policy for
OFFICIAL EVENTS ONLY!
The MTA’s insurance policy will only come into effect
AFTER YOUR INSURANCE HAS MEANT ITS MAXIMUM
COVERAGE!
I believe newer HUMVEES have a "Park" position…FYI, I
recently experienced a PARK gear failure in my Company
suburban, It rolled into the wall of the trans shop I
brought it to because it was having shifting troubles.
NEVER TRUST YOUR VEHICLE! Always THINK!
ALL accidents are preventable!
Believe me more can happen than most think. Our
Display Team at the annual show are very strict in
abiding by these rules!
Randy Pres

To add or remove listings from the Classifieds, please
email Dave Steinert at dsteinert@optonline.net or call
973-347-9091.
WANTED: Replica .50 Cal Machine Gun. Please call Rob Cassin,
cell 914-382-5929.

An Important Rant from Randy!...
To all MTA Members with military vehicles!
I’m sure you guys know the club rules…A brief
instruction we tell all members every year in emails and
in the newsletter.
The required list below is a voted on set of rules
for an event sanctioned by the MTA...Failure will be the
result of the vehicle OWNER being responsible for
negligence and not the responsibility of the MTA!
Use WHEEL CHOCKS >>>>>REQUIRED!
Carry a fire extinguisher >>>> REQUIRED!
NEVER, EVER, EVER START VEHICLE UNLESS YOU ARE
SITTING IN THE DRIVER’S SEAT >>>> REQUIRED!
Drive with LIGHTS ON>>>>>REQUIRED
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For Sale: 1939 Chevy Pickup, rolling frame, engine, trans, rear,
good running condition, 1999 S10 Cab front clip bed, $300. I have
many Jeep and M37 parts for sale, call Tom Weaver @ 973-6279448.
For Sale: 1969 Kaiser M 54 Cargo truck for sale. It is parade ready.
Recently repainted and lovely restored. It has a hard top, spin on
filters, and full vinyl cargo cover with bows / troop seats and it's a
drop side. Tires are like new and include three new spares. This
truck is a steal at $5000.00 call Vinny Cell# 973-476-9544.

For Sale: Looking for a military vehicle? From
projects to ground-up Restorations and
everything in between! Check out:
WWW.USMILITARYVEHICLES.COM
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Military Transport Association
Of North Jersey
P.O. Box 393
Budd Lake, NJ 07828
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The next MTA monthly meeting
th
will be held on October, 5 2017
7:30PM at the Whippany American
Legion Hall, Legion Place, Whippany.
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